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This text uses a taxonomic approach to introduce students to the science of entomology. Extensive

use of identification keys acquaints students with all the families of insects in the United States and

Canada and provides means for students to identify 95% or more of the insects found occurring in

North America.
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Charles A. Triplehorn is emeritus faculty at Ohio State University and his broad interests include

systematics and biogeography of Coleoptera. His research is primarily on the large family

Tenebrionidae, especially those of the Western Hemisphere. Since his retirement from Ohio State in

1992, he has concentrated on two major projects: a revision of the genus Eleodes and of the

Neotropical Diaperini. Triplehorn is the former president of the American Entomological Society.

There are more updated versions of this book but it works if you don't mind seeing taxonomy

mistakes

Good "keys" are hard to come by, especially for insects. This book was suggested by a well

respected Entomologist, and is a good book. However, with the changes brought on by DNA, a new

book needs to be done.



Great book for keying insects.

I took a class that required this book and found it hard to use and a painful read.

The book was in HORRIBLE condition on the front but the pages were fine.

I had to purchase this book for a class in my undergraduate work. However, as a graduate student, I

use this book every semester. I am presently working in a lab and i.d many samples of insects.

Some common, some not. I often reach for it to get to family so I can key to genus and species if I

need to take the i.d. that far. The numbered keys are great! They reference forward and backward,

which really helps if a mistake is made. Definitely a good one to have on the shelves.

I don't study Insects proffesionaly, I am simply curious about living things around me. I have several

Field Guides that offer very little information about the Insect in question (which I suppose is all to

be expected from a small book) and I wanted to know more. For instance how do the mouth parts

work, what are the different body segments and what do they house or what is their function.Well

here it is in "Black and White" litteraly... If you want pretty color pictures this is not the book for you.

The figures in the book are however, very detailed, expertly drawn and all body parts are labled. So

far every answer I have sought has been answered by this book.I believe that this book is well worth

the high price tag. Remember this is only MY opinion, I could be wrong...

This is a ***** book. It conatins informaton that is useful to the serious beginnner as well as to the

involved professional. For identification to the family level, this book in unparalleled. There is also

information about common genera and/or species that often provides answers to frequently asked

questions. At the family level one can usually make generalizations about an insect's role--this book

is excellent in providing such information. The glossary will get us all through the keys, and the keys

lead us to discovery--one of the great joys in life! A classic, and an enduring one at that.
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